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About this report 

This report summarises findings from our reviews at Deloitte Touche 
Tohmatsu Australia (Deloitte) including: 

• key areas in audits where our reviews were substantially completed in 
the 18 months to 30 June 2018; and 

• firm processes to identify and address root causes of audit deficiencies 
and project management of audits. 

This report also lists findings from our reviews of financial reports audited by 
the firm in the 18 months to 30 June 2018. 

Although this report may describe deficiencies identified, this should not be 

taken to provide assurance that the firm’s audits and systems, or audited 

financial reports, are free of other deficiencies. 

This report is intended to communicate our findings in a clear and concise 

manner to leadership of the firm who are informed auditing and accounting 

professionals.  While there are no restrictions on the firm providing this 

report to third parties or releasing the report to the public, other readers of 

this report may not have the full context of this report and the findings 

summarised herein. 

ASIC Information Sheet 224 ASIC Audit Inspections and ASIC Report 607 

Audit inspection report for 2017-18 provide further information on our audit 

firm inspection process. 
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Background 

1 The objective of ASIC’s audit inspection program is to work cooperatively 

with audit firms to promote improved audit quality. We focus primarily on 

the review of key areas in the audits of listed entities and other public 

interest entities. 

2 This report summarises our findings from substantially completed reviews of 

audits, good practice recommendations on root cause analysis and project 

management, and completed financial reporting surveillances, relating to 

Deloitte and the entities it audits in the 18 months to 30 June 2018. If it has 

not already done so, the firm should identify underlying root causes for the 

matters reported, and for findings from internal reviews and reviews by the 

Deloitte global organisation, and consider new and improved actions to 

achieve sustainable improvements in audit quality. 

3 More information can be found in detailed comment forms provided 

separately to the firm (matters in Tables 1 and 2) or in a media release 

available from the ASIC website (www.asic.gov.au) (matters in Tables 4).  

The comment forms include the firm’s response to our findings. 

Audit review findings 

4 In our view, the auditor did not obtain reasonable assurance that the financial 

report was free of material misstatement in 14 of the 44 key areas reviewed 

in total across 12 audits (32% of the key areas reviewed).  Audits and audit 

areas were selected for review on a risk basis.  

5 Table 1 summarises these findings. The firm did not necessarily agree with 

all of our findings. The findings should not be taken to infer that the 

financial report was materially misstated, but rather that the auditor did not 

obtain sufficient evidence to support their opinion. 

Table 1: Audit file review findings – risk of material misstatement 

Entity Areas with 

findings 

Findings 

Entity A 

 

1 of the 4 key 

areas reviewed 

• Cost of sales – the auditor did not adequately assess whether the prior 

year gross margin was a reliable predictor of current year cost of sales by 

major product groups when applied to current year sales in a substantive 

analytical procedure (SAP), by considering factors such as changes in 

competitors, products and supplier prices. 

http://www.asic.gov.au/
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Entity Areas with 

findings 

Findings 

Entity D 

 

4 of the 5 key 

areas reviewed 

• Loan loss provisions – for two significant loan books, the auditor did not 

perform adequate risk assessment procedures to obtain an understanding 

of key systems and controls, and to identify and evaluate relevant controls. 

The auditor did not adequately test the accuracy and completeness of loan 

details used in the loan loss provisioning.  

• Interest revenue – the auditor did not use sufficiently precise expectations 

for substantive analytical procedures, investigate differences in excess of 

the auditor’s threshold or test interest revenue for a significant trust.  

• Impairment of goodwill – the auditor did not address matters identified in 

sensitivity testing for one cash generating unit (CGU) that could have 

resulted in an impairment loss. Impairment testing was not performed for 

another CGU because management’s estimate showed significant 

headroom, but it did not appear to be a single CGU and income growth 

assumptions did not appear reasonable and no costs were allowed for 

years 1 to 3.  

• Equity accounted investment – the auditor’s work on a material overseas 

associate was not adequate.  

Entity E 

 

1 of the 4 key 

areas reviewed 

• Related party receivable - the auditor relied on a letter of support issued for 

a related entity by a person who did not appear to have the capacity to 

give the letter, and outdated financial statements of a related entity. The 

auditor did not obtain sufficient evidence for the current classification of the 

receivable. 

Entity F 

 

2 of the 4 key 

areas reviewed 

• Warranty provisions – the auditor did not test management’s percentage 

applied to contract revenue.  

• Inventory obsolescence – the auditor did not investigate the cause of 

sampling errors before concluding they were anomalies.  

Entity H 1 of the 2 key 

areas reviewed 

• Revenue – the auditor did not adequately assess whether the prior period 

gross margin was a sufficiently precise predictor of sales revenue in a SAP. 

There was no disaggregation and margins differed significantly by location. 

The auditor did not adequately assess whether a SAP at an interim date 

would be indicative of the year end result. 

Entity I 1 of the 4 key 

areas reviewed 

• Contingent consideration – the auditor did not adequately assess the 

appropriateness of a credit risk included in the discount rate used in 

management’s estimate of contingent consideration. 

Entity J 1 of the 3 key 

areas reviewed 

• Joint venture investment and loans – there was inadequate testing of the 

ownership and existence of investment and loans, valuation of loans 

(including value of security), and the obligations and valuation for liabilities. 

The auditor relied on the joint venture management accounts. 

Entity K 1 of the 3 key 

areas reviewed 

• Trail commissions - the auditor’s sample size for test of details on assets 

and related liabilities was insufficient under the firm’s methodology given 

that there was no reliance on controls.  
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Entity Areas with 

findings 

Findings 

Entity L 

 

2 of the 3 key 

areas reviewed 

• Revenue – the auditor’s reliance on controls was not appropriate and tests 

of details contained significant inconsistencies with the entity’s data. 

• Capitalised costs – the auditor did not test the accuracy or cut-off for costs 

from the payroll system capitalised as an asset.  Capitalised costs were not 

reviewed as to whether they related to obsolete items. 

Note: There was one finding in connection with journal entry testing where, in our view, the auditor did not 
obtain reasonable assurance that the financial report was free of material misstatement.  As journal 
entry testing is not a key area reviewed, the finding was not included in the percentage in paragraph 5 
above. 

6 Our audit file review findings which did not involve risk of material 

misstatements are summarised in Table 2. These findings include matters 

that could be relevant to obtaining reasonable assurance for the audited 

entity in future or another audited entity. 

Table 2: Audit review findings – other 

Entity Findings 

Entity A • Rebates receivable – the auditor’s sample for testing rebates was not selected from the whole 

population. 

Entity E • Accounting for group re-organisation - the engagement file did not evidence significant 

judgements made by the auditor or consultation on the accounting treatment and disclosures. 

• Financial statement review – the auditor’s work on related party disclosures in the financial report 

was inadequate. 

Entity I • Tax effect accounting – there were inconsistencies in the risk assessment for tax balances; the 

assessment of whether an auditor’s expert should be used and whether there were changes that 

would impact on the entity’s tax effect accounting were inadequate.  

Entity K • Revenue – the auditor’s sample size for tests of detail on revenue was inadequate under the firm’s 

methodology given that the auditor did not rely on controls. 

• Materiality – the auditor’s use of a materiality level of 10% of profit before tax was at the top end of 

the range permitted under the firm’s methodology.      

• Independence – the auditor used material generated by another area of the firm for the entity as 

audit evidence. 

Entity G • Impairment of goodwill and intangibles – the auditor should have included all of the work 

performed by the valuation specialist on the underlying assumptions, methods and models used 

by management in their impairment calculations on the engagement file. 

Root cause analysis and project management 

7 We reviewed the firm’s approach to root cause analysis of internal review 

and external inspection findings, and its approach to project management of 

audit engagements and monitoring progress against milestones. Table 3 

summarises our good practice recommendations. 
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Table 3: Root cause analysis and project management – Good practice recommendations  

Area Good practice recommendations 

Root cause analysis • Further enhance the root cause analysis policy framework to provide specific guidance 

and training on methodology and process to responsible personnel. 

• More structured documentation of interviews with engagement team members to 

identify and address the underlying root causes of findings.  

Project management • Consideration could be given to additional common milestones for public interest entity 

audit engagements and/or agreeing key specific milestones for each such 

engagement. 

Financial report findings 

8 We completed risk-based reviews of aspects of 60 financial reports of listed 

and other public interest entities audited by the firm in the 18 months to 30 

June 2018. Following our inquiries, two entities made material changes to 

net assets or profits as summarised in Table 4. More information can be 

found in media releases available from the ASIC website (www.asic.gov.au). 

We did not review the relevant areas of the audit in our audit firm 

inspections. 

Table 4: Financial report findings – media releases issued 

Entity Year end Findings 

MMA Offshore Limited 30 June 2016 The company impaired property, plant and equipment relating to 

its Vessels business by $254 million in the subsequent half-year 

financial report.  

Pacific Current Group 

Limited 

30 June 2017 The company consolidated a trust, reducing net assets by $48.3 

million and profit by $65 million in the subsequent half-year 

financial report.  

 

http://www.asic.gov.au/

